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“Everything you can imagine is real”
(Picasso)



Other	  Projects

Costume Design



space odyssey

space odyssey

#burningman2018





PUNK!

A collaboration with B Akerlund

#rockinrio2017



apocalypse ride

#BURNINGMAN2018



ECHITHONEUS



Nomad
NomadN O M A D

“nomad”; a member of a people who have no fixed residence but move from place to place usually seasonally and within a well-defined territory (Merriam-Webster)



Userma’
Atre’

Setepenre

Inspired by ancient Egypt and Ramses II, who
was the third pharaoh of the 19th dynasty also
known as “userma’atre’setepenre” (the keeper of
harmony and balance).

The pharaoh was the representative of Gods on
Earth and the ruler of all dynasties. The name
refers to “per aa” which translates to “great
house” a.k.a. royal palace

To display the power and association with gods,
the pharaoh wore richly decorated garments with
precious gems and jewelry. The skirt “shendyt”
was worn by all men and its length changed
between the old and new kingdoms.
However the headdress “nemes” was a royal
emblem only worn by pharaohs.

Egyptians believed the skin and bones of gods
were made out of gold and all deceased pharaohs
would become gods eventually.

Colors also had very important meanings.
Blue represents the expanse of the universe,
comprised by the heavens, the sky and and the
life arising from the Nile.
Gold was the color of Gods. Eternal,
untouchable, bright, powerful and indestructible.

The outfit is decorated with chains, crystals and
pearls while the entire body is painted gold



Incognitus
de Indumentum Oris

Based on alchemist manuscripts combining various
elements of medieval mythology and mystery, dark
aged beasts and mythological gods.

This complex costume includes a helmet, mask,
collar, doublet coat, breeches and gloves is
decorated throughout with glass stones and gold
trimming. Middle aged and early renaissance
clothing influence this look while focusing on the
element of divinity which transforms the opus into
a mysterious, divine creature displaying fantasy
and frenzy.

The meaning of the mask evolved and changed
throughout history. Some were used for prot ective
reasons, others for decorative and in some cases
even spiritual purposes.
The peacock col lar represents immortality
implemented from early Christian art as the symbol
of resurrection.

Myths often display imaginary beasts, gods and
divine creatures which were written mostly for
entertainment purposes however they represented
various spiritual and religious implications. These
charact ers were often used to define boundaries
between morality and sin.

During The Middle Ages philosophy and science
blossomed. Several experimentations invented
glasses and the printing press. Some of the
greatest artists emerged in music, fine art and
literature. This magnificent epoch was a period of
massive social change, burgeoning nationalism,
international conflict, rebell ion, resistance and the
the introduction of an even more remarkable era,
the renaissance

The following materials were used to creat e this
look: 200 pieces of peacock feather, 1500 pieces
of glass stone, 120 meters of gold trimming
5 meters of silk cotton and 5 meters of lace



From Latin: Great Gold was inspired by ancient Greek mythology
implementing various factors and legends. The look is influenced by
“essadarius” armor and the theme combines the tale and myth of king
Midas touch
King Midas was the ruler of Phrygia, a sovereign of great fortune and
wealth. Obsessed with luxury, money and gold he lived a rich and
affluent life.

The myth begins when Dionysus, the god of wine and prosperity
passed trough the kingdom of Midas. His companion, a satyr god
delayed in Midas’ rose gardens and later on was found by the king.
Midas showed the satyr great hospitality and Dionysus was deeply
touched by the kings kindness therefor he rewarded him by one wish.
King Midas’ wish was that everything he touch would turn to gold.
Dionysus granted the King his wish. Eager to practice his magic
powers the king wasted no time and by touching h is possessions he
transformed everything to gold. However, when food and water also
became gold Midas became desperate and fearful. He ran to his
daughter for comfort but by hugging her she also turned to gold
Despaired and f rightened he prayed to Dionysus and begged him to
undo his wish that turned his life into a curse. He was asked to bathe in
the river Pactolus and while he washed himself gold was flowing f rom
his arms.
Once he reached home everything transformed back to their origins
and the King decided to share his fortune with his people He became
generous and kind. His people led a prosperous life and the King was
mourned long after his death.

For the creation of this look the following materials were used:
250 meters of gold decorative ribbon, 200 meters of satin ribbon, 18
meters of material, 15 meters of support material, approximately 2000
pieces of gold pearls, 18 meters of gold chain, 110 pieces of decorative
stones, 10 ostrich feathers along with other items.

Jacket: sleeves are constructed from 250 individually tailored pieces,
bodice from 20 pieces, skirt / k ilt from 30 pieces, helmet f rom 20
pieces and boots from 30 pieces

Completion: 5 weeks

From Latin: Great Gold was inspired by ancient Greek mythology
implementing various factors and legends. The look is influenced by
“essadarius” armor and the theme combines the tale and myth of
King Midas touch
King Midas was the ruler of Phrygia, a sovereign of great fortune
and wealth. Obsessed with luxury, money and gold he lived a rich
and affluent life.

The myth begins when Dionysus, the god of wine and prosperity
passed trough the kingdom of Midas. His companion, a satyr got
delayed in Midas’ rose gardens and later on was found by the king.
Midas showed the satyr great hospitality and Dionysus was deeply
touched by the kings kindness therefor he rewarded him by one
wish.
King Midas’ wish was that everything he touched would turn to
gold. Dionysus granted the King his wish. Eager to practice his
magic powers the king wasted no time and by touching his
possessions he transformed everything to gold. However, when food
and water also became gold Midas became desperate and fearful. He
ran to his daughter for comfort but by hugging her she also turned to
gold. Despaired and frightened he prayed to Dionysus and begged
him to undo his wish that turned his life into a curse. He was asked to
bathe in the river Pactolus and while he washed himself, gold was
flowing from his arms.
Once he reached home everything transformed back to their origins
and the King decided to share his fortune with his people. He
became generous and kind. His people led a prosperous life and the
King was mourned long after his death.

For the creation of this look the following materials were used:
250 meters of gold decorat ive ribbon, 200 meters of satin ribbon, 18
meters of mat erial, 15 met ers of support m aterial, approximately
2000 pieces of gold pearls, 18 met ers of gold chain, 110 pieces of
decorative stones, 10 ostrich feathers along with other items.

Jacket: sleeves are constructed from 250 individually tailored pieces,
bodice from 20 pieces, skirt / kilt from 30 pieces, helmet from 20
and boots from 30 pieces

M A G N U M   A U R U M



L A M E N T U M

“Lamentum”; from Latin/moaning, weeping,, sorrow. This work is inspired by Virgin Mary, mother of Jesus Christ and the 3 stages of Jesus’s death: Deposition, Lamentation and Entombment. 
All these subjects were very common in Christian art from the Middle Ages to Baroque and were painted by the most skilled and talented artists of all time creating magnificent art.. 

The Deposition of Christ: also called the descent from the cross is a scene where Jesus is being removed from the cross.   The Lamentation of Christ: after his crucifixion and the removal of his body 
his mother, The Virgin and friends mourn,, cry and pray.  The Entombment of Christ: refers to the burial of Jesus where he is placed into a tomb after his death



“Vertumnus” – from Roman mythology is the God of season & plant life. He is the patron of gardens & trees and he has the power to transform himself into various forms. 
The inspiration for this artwork was Archimboldo’s Vertumnus, one of the master’s most acclaimed art pieces. It is a portrait of The Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II portrayed as Vertumnus to symbolize the return of the golden age under his reign.
Archimboldo was an Italian painter who became a court portraitist to the Habsburg family which he served for more than 25 years.
In this portrait the master disregards all traditional rules of portraiture and paints his royal patron as a heap of fruits and vegetables. However Rudolf was so delighted with the artist’s visual wit that the painting received huge recognition. 
Archimboldo is most famous for his mannerism and unique style to paint bril liant artwork consisting mostly of flowers, plants, vegetables, trees and even fish or books. These unusual works of art received much attention and criticism and were often
accused of insanity however they truly represent and brilliantly catch the renaissance’s fascination with riddles, puzzles and all that is bizarre.
Archimboldo was greatly admired by many and his art remains a source of inspiration to this day. It is believed that the painter is the true ancestor of surrealism.
Approximately 2000 flowers cover the mask, head, shoulder piece and frame About 7 meters of cotton and 70 meters of ribbon along with 20 glass stones were used to create this look

V e r t u m n u s   F l o r i b u s



Harlequin

The look is inspired by ”Jester” or
the “Fool” and his traditional
costume “The Motley” and the
Carnival of Venice
The outfit consists of a doublet,
pantaloons, 2 hats & platform
shoes.

The jester was an entert ainer
during the Medieval and
Renaissance times and a member
of the aristocratic households
employed to amuse noblemen with
a wide variety of skills.
Traditionally they wore brightly
colored clothes and the eccentric
fools hat with jingle bells. The
entire outfit was to reflect humor
and amusement.
Harlequin, or Arlecchino was a
comic servant in an
improvisational theatre emerg ing
in Italy in the 16th century. Theatre
flourished throughout Europe with
great success and it identified
ensemble acting with masked
characters.
Some of the Venetian masks are
taken from these plays and carry
the names of various characters
such as :
“Colombina”, “Volto” and
“Dottore Peste”

For the creation of these looks, 8
meters of checked cotton,
approximately 200 glass pearls,
10 meters of lace, 15 meters of
ribbon and 10 meters of satin
was used



renaissance – a rebirth, new beginning, was acultural movement that emerged inFlorence during the late middle ages influencing art,
science, religion and fashion.
Style was dictated by court. To be fashionable required dressing in the most luxurious and expensive clothing available
Fashionable elite in their rich fabrics,shimmeringjewelry andcomplex hairstyles were moving displays of expensive finery from head
to toe
The Tudor Monarchs influenced renaissance the most with Henry VIII and Elizabeth I both described as the best dressed and most
fashionable sovereigns in the world

Fashion during this time truly reflected the love of art, discovery and new inventions that defined this era.

The design and construction of these garments took approximately 3 weeks to complete.
The outfit consists of a doublet, pumpkin shape trunk, hat, ruff, cape and shoes

Design, tailoring and construction by Zoltan Toth

“Rinascimento”  from renaissance – a rebirth, new beginning,; was a cultural movement that emerged in Florence during the late middle ages influencing art, science, religion and fashion. 
Style was dictated by court. To be in “vogue”  required dressing in the most luxurious and expensive clothing available
Fashionable elite in their rich fabrics, shimmering jewelry and complex hairstyles were moving displays of expensive finery from head to toe  
The Tudor Monarchs influenced renaissance the most with Henry VIII and Elizabeth I both described as the best dressed and most fashionable sovereigns in the world

Fashion during this time truly reflected the love of art, discovery and new inventions that defined this era. 

The outfit consists of a doublet, pumpkin shape trunk, hat, ruff, cape and shoes

R I N A S C I M E N T O



These garments were inspired by the Tudor
Monarchs and the Elizabethan era, celebrating the
reign of Queen Elizabeth I.’ (1558-1603)
The Golden age represented the apogee of the
English renaissance and saw the flowering of
music, poetry, fashion and theatre.
This exquisite historical period is identified with
grand wealth, regal etiquette and phenomenal art.

Power dressing - the fashion of this period was
charact erized by increased opulence. A very
fashion conscious age in which men and women
alike were concerned to be elaborate, stylish and
extremely striking wearing rich, complex costume.
Clothes identified one’s status and worth as society
was divided by class. The division in clothing was
stated by law providing citizens with detailed rules
about acceptable garments. Bourgeoisie elite wore
lavish clothing with splendid jewelry made from
luxurious material therefor clothing became so
valuable that it even became a form of currency.

The Tudor dynasty had a major impact on fashion.
Both Henry VIII and Elizabeth I were des cribed as
the most influential monarch of all times.
The Queen dressed to impress with an appetit e for
beautiful gowns which emphasized power, prestige
and authority. Her garments would be outrageous
in volume and embellishment accompanied by
jewels such as diamonds, sapphire and rubies.
Her immaculat e imag e not only shaped and
influenced nations, but also trends and fashions of
an entire era.

The renaissance was a truly magnificent era
introducing splendid costume and a new scale of
extravaganza never seen before. It was one of the
strongest periods in history of fashion and a
symbol of cultural vitality, great imagination and
decadence.

For the creation of these looks 30 meters of s atin,
10 m eters of velvet, 15 met ers of chiffon, 20 meters
of lace, 8 0 meters of satin ribbon, 2 meters of fur
and 10 meters of silk was used

The Allegory Of Splendour



“Regalia” represents the emblems or insignia of royalty:  the crown, scepter, and other ornaments used at a coronation. The coat used for these ceremonies is called the “mantle”

A royal mantle is a garment worn by sovereigns of state as a symbol of power and authority worn at coronation ceremonies.  It was a garment of significant proclamation worn only once. In some rare instances it could be used at other occasions of 
extremely high importance concerning matters of state. Different countries had their own style and shape of the mantle. The oldest were rather short without the train and did not have fur lining. The layer of ermine appeared in France and soon enough 
became a symbol associated with the coat. By the 18th century the royal garment was worn  all across Europe. Mantles also feature prominently in state portraiture and significant artwork featuring monarchs wearing full regalia and coronation robe..
The coat was  almost covered entirely with embroidered ornament using gold thread and  featured precious material including silk, velvet, mantua, satin, damask and the finest ermine. Needlework was the most important detail. While its shape and size 
changed little throughout the ages and generations, its purpose remained the same, to embrace modernity and always pay respectful homage to centuries of traditions. 

For the creation of the mantle approximately 9 meters of velvet, 6 meters of artificial fur, 10 meters of cotton and 60 glass pearls were used

Regalia



Inspired by French rococo and court dress.

Rococo emerged in France during the early -mid 18th century. It is characterized by opulence, glamor, grace and playfulness.
Style was dict ated by Versailles and Marie Antoinette, the leader of fashion. The court dress achieved it’s splendor between 1661-1789 making
France the fashion model in Europe.

For formal occasions donning the Grand Habit was as costly as purchasing a modest chateau. Garments featured expensive and luxurious fabrics,
lace embroidery and jewels. Phenomenal headdress was introduced with excessive use of feathers and pearls. It was extravagantly trimmed and
taken to extremes and exaggerated by courtiers.
The courtiers lived luxurious lives, always present at court and act ed as f ashion plates and creat ed a supply and demand for the new, desired,
fashionable, phenomenal and fantastic.
Men’s fashion typically included wearing the “habit a la francais” which was was an entire outfit consisting of a coat also known as “justacorps”,
waistcoat and breeches. Out of all these essential pieces, the waistcoat was decorated the most with sumptuous material while the breeches were
worn with silk stockings and heeled shoes. To complete the look, hats and wigs became unforgettable accessories
The courtiers and rich elite were often referred to as “Macaronis” and mocked as caricatures for openly showing off their wealth
and lavish lifestyles.

The outfit consists of justacorps, pantaloons, corset, chemise and bonnet.
Approximately 150 meters of ribbon, 30 meters of chiffon and about 15 meters of satin was used to create this look.

Grand Habit de Cour



Inspired by French rococo and Marie Antoinette.
The Queen, who was the symbol of extravaganza loved and admired fashion and enjoyed a lavish lifestyle
Splendid costume, magnificent jewelry and phenomenal hairstyles became her trademark in her enchanting appearances.
She spent a fortune on clothes and accessories and three different bedrooms were allocated to her gowns in Versailles.

To match the extreme fashion of the era, wheat meat and flour was used amongst the rich to decorate and color wigs and use as
make up. This practice caused an outrage amongst the working class as baked goods were exceptionally expensive.

“Let them eat cake” was supposedly spoken by Marie Antoinette upon learning that the people of France were suffering due to
bread shortage during the reign of Louis XVI although there is no official record of the sentence ever being spoken by the Queen.

For the creation of these looks the following materials were used:
About 70 meters of satin, 50 meters of ribbon, lace, pearls, flowers, birds, feathers and other accessories.

Let them eat cake



Pompadour Dujour
This rococo court dress is inspired by the fashions of Enlightenment and Jeanne Antoinette, Marquise de Pompadour, mistress of King Louis XV.
Madam Pompadour lived in Versailles in her privat e apartment for nearly 20 years as a mistress and a dear friend to the king. Life at court was was a
harem of pleasures practicing and encouraging cheerful entertainment such as gambling, hunting, dancing and above all, love making. From the moment
of her arrival at Versai lles she inspired everyone in quest for perfection. Tastes, manners and routines began to reshape themselves reaching excel lence.
As a lady of this great influence and style, love for music and arts, she became a muse and patron for philosophers, writers, painters and artists and a
true champion of French pride.

New silhouettes developed during this era. Exposing busting breasts was achieved by wearing tight corsets and petticoats. Wide hoops were worn
under the skirt extending sideways.. Extremely wide skirts were worn for formal occasions, smaller ones for every day use. The official court dress, robe
“a la francais e” or “robe a la anglais” were most popular. Getting dressed required m any separat e garm ents and accessories which could be taken apart
and rearranged, mixed & matched. A court dress was reassuringly stagnant with its status and formality. Worn all across Europe, its function was to
make the wearer look rich and powerful and remained in use for more than 100 years.

Rococo, as an art movement was harshly criticized for being frivolous and morally corrupting, however its enthusiasts were fascinated by its playfulness
and theatricality. It still inspires today and its short but huge influence remains one of the most celebrated trends in the history of fashion.

For the look approximately 30 meters of silk cotton and about 500 pieces of flowers were used.



Tableau Vivant
Inspired by Victorian fashi on which develope d throughout the reign of Queen Victoria who ruled between
1837-1901 in England.

This was an era of c ontrasting aspects. While women were almost immobili zed by lavishly layered & richly
decorated dresse s, men’s fashion refined the lines of exemplary tailoring. Menswear i s stiff, formal while ladies
wear is rich and playful. Men wore elegant, fitted frock coats and shirts with high collars. Women’s skirt kept
expanding until they reached extreme width while corsets stressed to focus on sexuality. In some ca ses cor sets
could create a waist as small as 16 inches. However shawls were worn to cover exposed body parts such as
shoulders as the smallest glimpse of unexposed skin would result in scandal.

The Victorian era influenced many aspects in fashi on, visual art, literature and general development. Inventions
such as telephone, radio, camera, toilet and sewing machine were introduced

For the dress 20 meters of satin, 50 meters of chiffon & 350 meters of ribbon was used.  



Inspired by the Romantic era (c.1800-1850) and aristocratic portraiture and Emperor Franz Joseph of  The Habsburg Empire.
Franz Joseph believed he ruled by divine right and pursued an absolutist claim to power. His portraits served the purpose to assure the monarch was omnipresent and guaranteed the continued existence of the monarchy in perpetuity. The fashions of the era provided extremes of 
differentiations between the genders with stunning military inspired costume for men,  while women’s dresses emphasized tiny waist and heavy bosoms. Romanticism originated in Europe ad was embodied most strongly in the visual arts, fashion , music and literature. 
This outfit represents a military jacket and pants as worn with huge popularity during this era by rules in their state portraits. 

Inspired by the Romantic era (c.1800-1850) aristocratic portraiture and Emperor Franz Jose ph of
The Habsburg Empire.
Franz Jose ph believed he ruled by divine right and pursued an absolutist claim to power. His
portraits served the purpose to assure the monarch was omni present and guaranteed the continued
existence of the monarchy in perpetuity. The fashions of the era provided extremes of
differentiations between the genders with stunning military inspired costume for men, while
women’s dresse s emphasi zed tiny waist and heavy bosoms. Romanticism originated in Europe a d
was embodied most strongly in the visual arts, fashion , music and literature.
This outfit consists of a military jacket and pants as worn with huge popularity during this era by
rulers of high importance in their state portraits.

I m p e r i a l   R e i g n



Regency SupremacyREGENCY   SUPREMACY



A C H I Y A L A B O P A  
The god of sky as found in Native American mythology. He is described as being extraordinary and mysterious. He possesses rainbow colored feathers 

as sharp as knives and punishes the ones who do not respect him. 
The god  is considered a celestial creature and may have been attributed to the whole of creation by the Puebloan people who worshiped their deity.
The Puebloan people are Native Americans in the Southwest United States comprising several different languages and two major cultural divisions. 

About 400 various feathers, approximately 15 meters of fabric and  15 meters of ribbon was used to create this look. 
The outfit includes a jacket, belt, trousers and a head dress. 



Mythology

These looks were inspired by various mythological creatures implementing historical factors while paying
tribute to the great masters of European painting.

“Medusa, The Gorgon” – inspired by Caravaggio, captures gruesome, horrific m agnificence. Her intense
facial expressions and petrifying comprehension display her defeat and death. It is believed that this
painting is one of the most admired and mythological paintings ever painted. (Left)

“The Rokeby Venus”, by Diego Velazquez is one of the most remarkable paintings in history by a true
master and genius. The original painting illustrates Venus, erotic and charming lying in a naked, sensual
pose, while cupid holding a mirror is completely immersed in contemplation of the goddess. (Above left)

“Bacchus”, another m asterpiece by the genius Caravaggio, focuses on the human body while
experimenting with dramatic light which became the hallmark of baroque painting. Bacchus, or Dionysus
is the god of wine, madness and ecstasy displays a youth recl ining in classical fashion with grapes and
wine leaves. (Above right)

With these 3 different looks I intent to show my admiration and appreciation for the fine arts, masters of
painting , mythology and its influence throughout the history of art.

For Medusa’s headpiece about 30 snakes were used, pinned, glued and painted.
Venuses dress is made out of fine chiffon and is decorated with approximately 1500 flowers and 2500
pearls. The necklace is includes another 2800 pearls while Cupid’s wings consists of approximately 700
feathers all painted gold and sprinkled with glitter
For Bacchus, the flower helmet is decorated with approximately 50 different flowers and fruit, painted and
glued.

Mythology



Masks and Headwear





Headpiece from the editorial “In Mono” 
VOGUE Arabia December 2018 

Styling: Claire Carruthers  
Photography: Francesco Scotti



G A L E A C A B A



“c r o w n m e”

#burningman2018



The DARK PRINCE  

From PRESTIGE Magazine, March 2018
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Work in progress & Inspiration



Construction & Assembly



Work in progress

Behind The Scenes



Inspiration



x

Fashion is the armor to survive the reality of everyday life

as once spoken by writer and photographer Bill Cunningham. Fashion is an escape. An escape 
into another world. A world that is unknown to many yet full of beauty, imagination and 

creativity without rules, limits.

There are no restrictions, no rights and no wrongs. In this fascinating place of endless variety 
there are extravagant gowns, lavish materials, extreme platforms, glittering accessories and 

enchanting appearances all serving one purpose. To impress. To exaggerate. To differ and to 
express individuality. A true visual feast for the couturier, the rebel, the fashionista, the stylist 
and like-minded enthusiast who is yearning to leave the everyday normality behind seeking a 

dream, 
a fantasy where he can transform his vision into reality.

Like an artist with canvas painting a picture, expressing emotions while putting all effort into a 
piece with only one aim. So he can dwell and dive into his final masterpiece to enjoy an 

experience beyond the ordinary. A world he creates himself where he can remain and lose 
himself completely.

Here he can be who he truly is. Because nothing here matters yet beautiful things occur.           
A phenomenal, sacred palace that is home to him. This place is his dream, his sanctuary. 

This magical kingdom is his imagination.

A designer paints with a needle. His canvas is fabric. Each and every movement of his hand 
cutting and attaching is art. The sound of his machine as the needle penetrates the fabric is 

poetry to his ear. The dust from the material is air he breaths. His fingers are blistered but he 
cannot stop. He is unable to sleep with his restless mind constantly at search for ideas. His work 

is never complete.
Bit by bit he puts pieces together and canvas becomes a work of art. His dress will be desired, 
hated and adored. His final product is moving art proudly strolling down the streets worn by 

eager, hungry fashion crowds. The only way his art comes to life. He can only hope his work is 
perceived with appreciation and admiration. It is all so worth it.

This portfolio is my own canvas where I paint colors with my vision. I present what I see,            
I produce what I dream. It is what I know. I create to express thoughts, ideas. It is the only way 
I'm able give the world something back. It is my desire and my passion It is my fascination and 

my obsession. My art is my armor.

My aim today is to create phenomenal and beautiful. To produce art without boundaries. 
Let us all dwell into another world. Into a world where fantasy meets reality. Where fabric 
transforms into dress. Where dress comes to life. Where dress becomes picture and picture 

becomes fantasy yet transforms into reality.  
This is my canvas, my masterpiece.



Appearances



The Life Ball in Vienna is the biggest charity event in Europe supporting the fight 
against AIDS.

It is organized by Gery Keszler and provides young talent to show cast their work 
on the red carpet before the grand opening gala. 

The event is supported by many major celebrities as well as international stars.  
Throughout the evening various forms of entertainment are featured such as live 

performances, concerts and fashion shows. The Life Ball attracts and invites  
people from all around the world to unite and help raise funds for those 

affected by HIV.
It is broadcasted by nationwide as well as on an international scale and covered by 

a great amount of press. 

2014 – wearing “Grand Habit De Cour” (Above)
2015 – presenting “Magnum Aurum” (Left)

Life Ball
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